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Executive summary 

This document contains the SEMIRAMIS Manuals. In particular, three manuals are present in this 
document: User Manual, Service Provider Manual and Best Practice Manual. 

The User Manual, contained in section 2, describes the interfaces the SEMIRAMIS common 
components provides to support user interaction with the SEMIRAMIS platform. These interfaces 
are not limited to end-users, as in some cases the components are targeted to components 
administrators. This is the case for the Policy Management and Audit components. Apart from the 
textual description of interaction steps, some screenshots have been included to strengthen the 
references to the interface seen by the users. 

The Service Provider, contained in section 3, describes the installation and configuration 
procedures for the SEMIRAMIS common components. The full set of configuration parameters 
together with the supported options are described. The installation section also includes the full set 
of libraries each components depends upon. The repository where the SEMIRAMS component 
have been published is, instead, linked in the introduction section.  

The Best Practice, contained in section 4, describes the extension points supported by the 
SEMIRAMIS common components in order to be extended and/or integrated into existing systems. 
This manual also contains the guidelines for developers about the best practices that should be 
followed while extending and/or integrating the components. 
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1 Introduction 

The SEMIRAMIS project developed a pilot infrastructure supporting the cross/borders exchange of 
information among private and public organizations with the aim of simplify Citizen’s life in three 
contexts: telco, academic and e-government Error! Reference source not found.. 

The pilot infrastructure has been developed in the context of task SEMIRAMIS Pilot Deployment. 
The current document contains the manuals that have been created to document the installation, 
configuration usage and extension of the SEMIRAMIS common components. This document 
covers common components only, i.e. Federation Proxy, Identity Aggregator, Policy Management 
and Audit.  

The aim of this document is to present some low level details about the SEMIRAMIS common 
components. 

The document content has been divided in three main parts within sections from 2 to 4. Section 2 
contains the User Manual, it describes the behaviour of graphical interfaces that have been 
created for SEMIRAMIS users (both end-users and administrators) to interact with common 
components. Section 3 contains the Service Provider manual, it describes the installation and 
configuration procedures that should be followed by administrators willing to add new common 
components to a SEMIRAMIS-enabled infrastructure. Section 4 contains the Best Practice manual, 
it describes the extension points that have been provided by common components developers to 
extend the actual code and integrate them into organizational specific applications. Section 4 also 
contains some considerations about the best practices that developers should follow while 
extending and integrating the SEMIRAMIS common components. 

The SEMIRAMIS results will be released as open source software to support the development of 
new e-services which will enable new service opportunities. All open source code will be release 
on the website Joinup (https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/). 

Joinup is a new collaborative platform created by the European Commission and funded by the 
European Union via the Interoperability Solutions for Public Administrations (ISA) Programme. 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/
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2 User Manual 

This section contains the user manual of SEMIRAMIS common components. It describes the 
graphical interfaces that have been created for SEMIRAMIS users (both end-users and 
administrators) to interact with common components, namely: Identity Aggregator, Federation 
Proxy, Policy Management and Audit. 

2.1 Federation Proxy 

The Federation (FP) is a component of the infrastructure that acts as a bridge between different 
federations. Its functionalities are more related to the secure forwarding of the SAML request and 
response messages, applying translation of attributes and attribute release policies as necessary, 
and routing the messages to the appropriate trusted entity. As such, interaction with the user is 
limited only to the discovery functionality. It implies the selection, through the Where Are You From 
(WAYF) service, of the target federation and target domain. Attribute and authentication requests 
should be forwarded to that domain in order to obtain information about the user attributes and 
identity. In figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 below these interfaces for selection of the target federation and 
domain are depicted. 

2.1.1 User Interface Usage 

In figures 1 and 2, below, the user is presented with a clickable map of Europe from which he/she 
selects the country where the target federation can be found. The clickable countries are those in 
which there exists at least one federation trusted by the origin federation (FP origin). Once the user 
clicks on one of these countries, he is prompted with a list of federations in that country that are 
trusted by the origin federation, from which he must select one federation. This will be the 
destination (the next component in the communication chain; the final destination will be an 
authentication or attribute provider) of authentication or attribute request message. To confirm, the 
user must finally click on “Submit”. 
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Figure 1 – User interface for selection of the target federation, initial view. 
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Figure 2 - User interface for selection of the target federation, user interaction. 

 

In figures 3 and 4, below, the user is presented with a dropdown list of target domains (IAs) trusted 
by the target federation, from which he must select one option. This will be the destination of the 
authentication or attribute request message from the target FP. To confirm, the user must finally 
click on “Submit”. 
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Figure 3 – User interface for selection of the target domain, initial view. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 - User interface for selection of the target domain, user interaction. 
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2.2 Identity Aggregator 

The Identity Aggregator (IA) is the SEMIRAMIS architectural component in charge of providing 
identity-related services in a particular domain. These services include mainly credential validation 
and attribute recovery processes. The IA can be used to securely exchange and manage personal 
attributes in an inter-federation scenario or just inside a given domain.  

The IA can handle the access control to the identity information and services provided by the 
domain the IA is managing. The access control management can be delegated to the SEMIRAMIS 
Policy Management system and even to a trusted third party acting as Policy Decision Point (PDP). 
The identity aggregator is able to audit the access to the identity information and services provided 
by the domain the IA is managing. Likewise, the auditing functionality can be managed locally by 
the IA or/and delegated to an external auditing service to enable entities to keep their auditing 
systems. 

The IA is able to request user consent before releasing any personal information to anyone. 
Besides, IAs use authorization tokens to speed-up identity-related services interactions, thus 
avoiding the need for user interaction each time their attributes are requested. The IA protects user 
data exchanges establishing secure communications with other components providing integrity, 
confidentiality and privacy. Namely, it includes End-to-End attribute ciphering mechanism, the 
signing and ciphering of SAML [1] messages as well as the usage of HTTPS protocol for 
communications.  

2.2.1 User Interface Usage 

The identity aggregator features an interface where users can perform consent for attribute 
releasing. Users can select which attributes, among those requested by the Service Provider, will 
be released. Figure 5 depicts a screenshot with an example of the Identity Aggregator user 
consent interface. The web interface is automatically customized by the Identity Aggregator that 
completes the web page with information obtained from the IA configuration file as well as the 
parameters coming in the request (e.g. the origin requestor entity).  

 

Figure 5 - Identity Aggregator user consent interface 
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As can be seen from the figure, the user is presented by a list of attributes requested by the 
Service provider. Notice that the web page shows the Common Name of the entity requesting the 
attributes, in this case the service provider of the University of Murcia (sp.semiramis.inf.um.es). 
The user can check the attributes for which he gives his consent for attribute releasing. 

Moreover users are obliged to accept the conditions of the privacy notice before authorizing the 
attribute releasing. They are warned that by authorizing the attribute release are accepting a legal 
privacy notice. A screenshot of this legal text is shown in Figure 6.  

 

 

Figure 6 - Identity Aggregator Privacy Notice 

 

Basically the IA legal notice informs to users that: 

 The selected attributes would be transferred securely to the Service Provider through the 
SEMIRAMIS infrastructure, and no SEMIRAMIS component or third party would be able to 
access them. 

 The attributes would only be used for the purpose specified by the Service Provider, and only 
those attributes which are essential for providing the service have been marked as "mandatory". 

 You may contact the Identity Aggregator for further information or in the case that you do 
consent to the attribute release and later want to report a misuse of your data by The Service 
Provider 

 Giving the consent to the attribute release, you are confirming that your information is accurate 
and up-to-date. 

 If you are unsure of which Service Provider requested the attributes, or of which are the 
conditions that the Service Provider would impose on your data, you are advised NOT to 
consent to the attribute release and to initiate the process again. 

 You may always contact us to rectify, block, or delete your data at this site. Doing so, however, 
will have no effect on the attributes released to service providers prior to that action. 
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It should be noticed, that users can are obliged to check the acceptation of the privacy notice to go 
on with the attribute release process.  

Furthermore, users are given the option to validate, and even download the X509 certificate of the 
Service Provider entity which is asking for the attributes to the Identity Aggregator. It is a very 
interesting IA feature which strengths the security of the attribute exchange process since it 
enables users to validate the requestor identity. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of the web page 
which is shown in case the user would want to check the Service Provider certificate. Notice that 
the web page has a button to let users to download the Service provider certificate.  

 

 

Figure 7 – Identity Aggregator Service Certificate validation 

 

2.3 Policy Management 

This section introduces the Policy Management component and its user interface. 

 

The policy management is composed by a library and a web application for policy administration. 
This section focuses on the first one only, as the library has no user interface. For details on 
installation and configuration see section 3.3. 

2.3.1 User Interface Usage 

The use of the PAP application is protected by username/password authentication. The users 
entitled to access the PAP application must be added to the user table of the PAP database as 
described at the end of section  3.3.1.2. Therefore, as a first screen the login form is presented to 
the user. 

After successful authentication, the user is shown a view of the policies currently defined in the 
policy repository. This is shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 8 – PAP Policies list 

 

 

By clicking on a policy the user is shown the policy details, that depends on the policy type. As a 
sample, the Attribute release policy is shown in the following figure.  
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Figure 9 – PAP Policy detail 

 

2.4 Audit 

The audit component has two visible user interfaces, directed at different audiences. The simplest 
of the two is aimed at the end users, and the most complex is directed at the SEMIRAMIS 
administrators. The next section details the component’s interfaces and their usage 

2.4.1 User Interface Usage 

Both the administrator and the user interface share the same design, but the administrator has a 
larger set of functionalities available. 

2.4.1.1 Administrator interface 

After logging in, the administrator is presented with a clean search interface, where he can use 
keywords to search some of the message fields. Above the search form is a toolbar that allows the 
tine tuning of the search results, via the use of facets. Figure 10 shows the result of a search that 
returns all the available results, the query input accepts the full semantics of the Solr search engine 
[4]. 
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Figure 10 - No constraints on search results 

The results can be filtered by selecting one or more fields from the toolbar above the search form. 
Figure 11 shows the list of event types you can choose from on the system. The interface only 
shows field names that are currently in the data store. Another way to further fine tune the results 
is by selecting the “follow transaction” link on any available result. This will clear all existing fields 
and perform an automatic search that will return all the events generated while processing a 
specific http request. 
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Figure 11 - Event type selection 

 

Figure 12 shows the messages generated while serving an attribute request from the audit system 
(the audit system acts as a SEMIRAMIS service provider). The attribute provider generates the 
messages on the figure when a user allows the release of the attributes, hence the message 
claiming that the request does not contain a valid SAML [1] message. 
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Figure 12 - Following a transaction 

 

2.4.1.2 End user interface 

The end user interface is a reduced version of the administration interface. Both the available 
facets and the accepted queries are reduced, as this interface does not allow complex Solr queries. 
When accessing the interface, the user has access only to its own transactions (Figure 13) and not 
to all the transactions stored in the auditing platform. 

As in the administrator interface, clicking on a specific event shows all the information about it (see 
Figure 14). 
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Figure 13 - Attribute releases of a user 
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Figure 14 - Event details 
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3 Service Provider Manual 

This section contains the service provider manual of SEMIRAMIS common components, i.e. 
Identity Aggregator, Federation Proxy, Policy Management and Audit. It describes how these 
components can be installed and configured in order to interact in a SEMIRAMIS infrastructure. 

3.1 Federation Proxy 

3.1.1 Installation 

In order to install the Federation Proxy, you will need the following software: 

 Java Runtime Environment v6. 

 A Java Development Toolkit such as Eclipse (in this case the J2EE version). 

 Apache Tomcat. 

 MySQL Server or Workbench. 

For basic setup of the FP, follow these installation steps: 

1. Download the project “FP_Core” from the repository link given in the introduction section. This 
version includes the source code and libraries used by the FP, and can be used for extending 
the FP by developers as it is self-contained. Alternatively, you can download the archive 
“FP_core.war” found at this “dist” folder in the root of the FP_Core project, which is ready to be 
configured and deployed in a web server. 

2. If you are not further developing the FP, but rather creating an instance of the component, 
rename the .war.file, to “fp_id.war” (ie. UMU-FP.war). 

3. For a correct installation it is necessary to specify initially the “federationProxyConfig.xml" file. 
There are two options for setting it: 
a. Open the “fp_id.war” and update the “federationProxyServletConfigFilePath.txt” file 

(“WebContent\WEB-INF\federationProxyServletConfigFilePath.txt”). This file must 
contain just one line with the specific federation proxy configuration file full file path.  

b. Create a server launch configuration VM argument called 
“federationProxyServlet.confpath” (it will be read from there, as a system property). Set 
the “federationProxyServlet.confpath” server VM argument to the specific federation 
proxy configuration full file path. This could be a Tomcat VM argument configuration 
example: 

DfederationProxyServlet.confpath="/usr/share/SEMIRAMIS/usecase/fp_id/conf/federationProxy

Config.xml" 

 

The FP contains all necessary libraries for correct operation (see “lib” folder under “WEB-INF”). 
These are: 

- an.jar 

- audit-client-0.2.1-SNAPHOT.jar 
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- AuthorizationQuery.jar 

- base64-2.3.8.jar 

- bcprov-jdk15.-1.45.jar 

- commonbackend1.0.015.jar 

- commons-codec-1.3.jar 

- commons-collections-3.1.jar 

- commons-fileupload-1.2.jar 

- commons-httpclient-3.1.jar 

- commons.io.1.4.jar 

- commons.lang-2.1.jar 

- commons.logging-1.1.1.jar 

- jaggregate-3.2.jar 

- jbossall-client.jar 

- jcip-annotations-1.0.jar 

- jcl-over-slf4j-1.6.1.jar 

- joda-time-1.6.2.jar 

- jstl-1.2.jar 

- jul-to-slf4j.jar 

- log4j-1.2.8.jar 

- log4j-over.slf4j-1.6.1.jar 

- logback-classic-0.9.28.jar 

- logback-core-0.9.28.jar 

- mysql-connector-java-5.1.17-bin.jar 

- not-yet-commons-ssl-0.3.9.jar 

- opensaml-2.4.1.jar 

- openws-1.4.1.jar 

- openws-1.4.1.jar 

- policyManager-1.X.jar (library being updated) 

- policyModel-1.4.jar (library being updated) 

- ProfileManagerV5.2.4.028beta001.jar 

- resolver-2.10.0.jar 

- SAMLUtil.jar 

- SecurityAPI6.007.jar 

- serializer-2.10.0.jar 

- slf4j-api-1.6.1.jar 

- slf4j-jdk14.1.6.1.jar 
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- velocity-1.5.jar 

- xalan-2.7.1.jar 

- xercesImpl-2.10.0.jar 

- xml-apis-2.10.0.jar 

- xmlsec-1.4.4.jar 

- xmltooling-1.3.1.jar 

- xmlwr1.6.jar 

- xpp3-1.1.4.jar 

- xstream-1.2.2.jar 

3.1.2 Configuration 

Download a sample configuration file (federationProxyConfig.xml) from the repository. The different 
configuration parameters are explained in the following subsections. 

3.1.2.1 General FP parameters 

 

  <proxyId>FP_Target</proxyId> 

  <proxyFriendlyName>German University Federation</proxyFriendlyName> 

  <proxyDomain>jhprivate</proxyDomain> 

  <proxyUrl>http://localhost:1500/FP_Target/FederationProxyServlet</proxyUrl>  

  <proxyTemplateResourcePath>/eu/semiramis/federationproxy/templates/federationproxy-

saml2-post-simplesign-binding.vm</proxyTemplateResourcePath> 

  <proxyAuditEnabledFlag>true</proxyAuditEnabledFlag> 

  <proxyRemoteAuditEnabled>false</proxyRemoteAuditEnabled> 

  <proxyAuditServerCfgPath>D:/SEMIRAMIS_2.0/workspace/FP_Target/WebContent/WEB-

INF/opt/conf/logback.xml</proxyAuditServerCfgPath> 

  <proxyTranslationEnabledFlag>true</proxyTranslationEnabledFlag> 

 

Where: 

 “proxyId” is the name of this Federation Proxy, that name is used within SAML message as 
ISSUER value.  

 “proxyFriendlyName” is the name of the federation used in the presentation (GUI) at the FP 
target website. 

 “proxyDomain” is the attribute used by the auditing component to determine which key should 
be used for incoming message validation, contention of proxyDomain and proxyId must be 
used as alias at auditing component keystore, e.g. for proxyId = fp and proxyDomain = 
academia, the key alias should look like fpacademia (ref. audit component documentation). 

 “proxyUrl” is the URL address of this FP instance.  

 “proxyTemplateResourcePath” is the path for http post binding resource file; must not be 
changed.  

 “proxyAuditEnabledFlag” disables/enables internal logging module; values: true | false ,  (ref. 
log4j.properties).  
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 “proxyRemoteAuditEnabled” disables/enables external logging module; values: true | false. If 
set to true, then “proxyAuditServerCfgPath” needs to be set, (ref. audit component).  

 “proxyTranslationEnabledFlag” disables/enables translation module; values: true | false .  

 “proxyAuditServerCfgPath” is the path to the external audit config file - logback.xml. 

3.1.2.2 Translation bean – attribute translation DB and mapping details 

 

<translationBean> 

   <proxyDBPath>//localhost:3306/fp_translation</proxyDBPath> 

   <proxyTransMappingTableName>fp_target_trans_mapping</proxyTransMappingTableName> 

   <proxyDBUser>root</proxyDBUser> 

   <proxyDBPass>rubi</proxyDBPass> 

   <proxyTranslationMappingPath>d:/SEMIRAMIS_2.0/workspace/FP_Target/WebContent/WEB-

INF/opt/conf/translationMapping.properties</proxyTranslationMappingPath> 

</translationBean> 

 

Where: 

 "proxyDBPath" is the path to the actual DB in the MySQL server.  

 "proxyTransMappingTableName" is the name of the translation table inside the above DB, it´s 
unique per FP.  

 “proxyDBUser” is the username used for connection with the database. 

 “proxyDBPass” is the password used for the username specified above. 

 "proxyTranslationMappingPath" is the name of the properties file with the mapping common 
language <-> internal language for attribute names. The content of this file is used to populate 
the DB table defined above when initializing the FP. Make sure you edit this file to include the 
information particular to your case.  

Note that if your Federation Proxy does not need to translate attribute names, you do not need to 
install the MySQL server/database. In this case, make sure to set "proxyTranslationEnabledFlag" 
property in the FP config file to "false". If you need to enable translation, for the creation of the 
database, you have to execute in the MySQL server the sql script named "fp_translation.sql" at the 
root directory of the FP_Core project -this script creates two tables, one for the FP origin and 
another for the FP target, since it was intended for integration and testing in the SEMIRAMIS use 
cases; if you are configuring your sole FP instance you may remove one of the tables. 

3.1.2.3 Policy bean – configuration of the policy management 

 

<policyBean> 

   <contextHandlerPath>D:/SEMIRAMIS_2.0/workspace/FP_Target/WebContent/WEB-

INF/opt/conf/contextHandler.properties</contextHandlerPath> 

   <policyDir>D:/SEMIRAMIS_2.0/workspace/FP_Target/WebContent/WEB-

INF/opt/policies</policyDir> 

</policyBean> 
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Where:  

 "contextHandlerPath" is the path to the context handler file, which includes information about 
whether the PDP follows an open-world or close-world approach.  

 "policyDir" is the path to the directories where policies (xml files) can be found. Examples of 
"attribute release" policies can be found in the “…/WEB-INF/opt/policies” folder in the FP_Core 
project. A similar path should be used here. Make sure to specify the same directory in the 
“contextHandler.properties” file found in the “…/WEB-INF/opt/conf” folder. 

Note: Attribute names included in the policies are normally in the common language understood by 
both FP origin and FP target. If the translation mechanism is not used, then the attribute names in 
the policies should be in the language used by the FP origin. 

3.1.2.4 Audit bean – internal audit configuration 

 

<auditBean> 

    <auditBasePath>D:/SEMIRAMIS_2.0/workspace/FP_Target/WebContent/WEB-

INF/opt/audit</auditBasePath> 

</auditBean> 

 

Where:  

 auditBasePath - path to folder in which the internal auditing module will store logs. 

3.1.2.5 Logger bean – logger configuration 

 

<loggerBean> 

    <loggerConfFilePath>D:/SEMIRAMIS_2.0/workspace/FP_Target/WebContent/WEB-

INF/opt/conf/log4j.properties</loggerConfFilePath> 

</loggerBean> 

 

Where: 

 loggerConfFilePath - path to Log4j properties file. 

3.1.2.6 PKCS bean – FP certificate module configuration 

 

<pkcsBean> 

    <pkcsCertFilePath>D:/SEMIRAMIS_2.0/workspace/FP_Target/WebContent/WEB-

INF/opt/certs/fpTarget.p12</pkcsCertFilePath> 

    <pkcsCertFilePassword>semiramis</pkcsCertFilePassword> 

    <pkcsCertFilePrivateKeyAlias>fp_target</pkcsCertFilePrivateKeyAlias> 

    <pkcsPrivateKeyPassword>semiramis</pkcsPrivateKeyPassword> 

</pkcsBean> 
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Where: 

 pkcsCertFilePath is the path to the FP keystore folder.  

 pkcsCertFilePassword is the keystore password.  

 pkcsCertFilePrivateKeyAlias is the private key alias.  

 pkcsPrivateKeyPassword is the private key password. 

3.1.2.7 Trust bean – configuration of available trust entries 

The federation proxy code will ensure a trusted connection for every configured “trust bean” entry. 
Every configuration entre defines the specific details for the corresponding trust relationship. 

 

<trustBeanArray> 

    <eu.semiramis.federationproxy.trust.TrustBean> 

      <trustKey>FP_Origin</trustKey> 

      <trustCertFilePath>D:/SEMIRAMIS_2.0/workspace/FP_Target/WebContent/WEB-

INF/opt/certs/fpOrigin.crt</trustCertFilePath> 

      <trustSignFlag>true</trustSignFlag>       

      <trustValidateSignFlag>true</trustValidateSignFlag> 

      <trustEncryptFlag>true</trustEncryptFlag>  

      <trustType>FP</trustType>      

    </eu.semiramis.federationproxy.trust.TrustBean> 

    <eu.semiramis.federationproxy.trust.TrustBean> 

      <trustKey>IA_Target</trustKey> 

      <trustCertFilePath>D:/SEMIRAMIS_2.0/workspace/FP_Target/WebContent/WEB-

INF/opt/certs/iaTarget.crt</trustCertFilePath> 

      <trustSignFlag>true</trustSignFlag>       

      <trustValidateSignFlag>true</trustValidateSignFlag> 

      <trustEncryptFlag>true</trustEncryptFlag> 

<trustType>IA</trustType>           

    </eu.semiramis.federationproxy.trust.TrustBean 

</trustBeanArray> 

 

Where: 

 “trustKey”: issuer unique identifier in the received SAML 2.0 request. 

 “trustCertFilePath” is the full path to the certification file for signed validations. SAML 2.0 
messages sent by the trustKey will be signed and validated through this file. 

 “trustSignFlag” enables/disables the SAML 2.0 signing mechanism for the messages sent by 
the Federation Proxy. 

 “trustValidateSignFlag” enables/disables the SAML 2.0 signature validation mechanism for 
messages received by the FP. 

 “trustEncryptFlag” enables/disables the SAML 2.0 encryption/decryption mechanism 
messages. 
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3.1.2.8 Route bean - configuration of available route entries 

Every route bean configuration entry maps a concrete available target_identifier (for a potential 
destination component of messages sent by the FP) against its corresponding target_url and 
associates it with its particular trust entry (ie. only those trusted entities may receive messages 
from the FP). 

 

<routeBeanArray> 

  <eu.semiramis.federationproxy.route.RouteBean> 

    <routeKey>FP_Origin</routeKey> 

    <routeTargetUrl>http://localhost:1500/FP_Origin/FederationProxyServlet 

    </routeTargetUrl> 

    <routeTrustKey>FP_Origin</routeTrustKey> 

    <routeTranslationKey>FederationProxyOrigin</routeTranslationKey> 

    <routeType>FP</routeType> 

    <routeWayfName>Spanish federation</routeWayfName> 

    <routeCountry>es</routeCountry> <!-- options: es, de, pl, pt, it --> 

  </eu.semiramis.federationproxy.route.RouteBean> 

  <eu.semiramis.federationproxy.route.RouteBean> 

    <routeKey>IA_Target</routeKey> 

    <routeTargetUrl>http://localhost:1400/IA_Target/IdentityAggregator</routeTargetUrl> 

    <routeTrustKey>IA_Target</routeTrustKey> 

    <routeTranslationKey>IA_Target</routeTranslationKey> 

    <routeType>IA</routeType> 

    <routeWayfName>GermanIA</routeWayfName> 

    <routeCountry>de</routeCountry> <!-- options: es, de, pl, pt, it --> 

  </eu.semiramis.federationproxy.route.RouteBean> 

  <eu.semiramis.federationproxy.route.RouteBean> 

    <routeKey>IA_Target2</routeKey> 

    <routeTargetUrl>http://localhost:1400/IA_Target/IdentityAggregator</routeTargetUrl> 

    <routeTrustKey>IA_Target2</routeTrustKey> 

    <routeTranslationKey>IA_Target</routeTranslationKey> 

    <routeType>IA</routeType> 

    <routeWayfName>IA2</routeWayfName> 

    <routeCountry>de</routeCountry> <!-- options: es, de, pl, pt, it --> 

  </eu.semiramis.federationproxy.route.RouteBean> 

</routeBeanArray> 

 

Where: 

 “routeKey” is the route entry unique target identifier. 

 “routeTargetUrl is the route target URL where messages may be sent by the FP. 

 “routeTranslationKey” is the key that matches the route bean to the translation bean. This entry 
is not used by the current version of the translation functionality, but it would be necessary in 
the case that translation mapping details for the FP are divided among different tables/files 
(one per trust entry). 

 “routeType” defines the component type (IA or FP) when displaying possible routes in the 
WAYF service: when request is coming from IA, then WAYF page displays only potential FP 
destinations, and vice versa. 

 “routeType” is the friendly name displayed in WAYF service for the component specified by the 
route bean (potential target of outgoing messages). 
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 “routeCountry” assigns the component a concrete country in order to place it in correct place in 
WAYF service (ie. when the user selects the particular country). This is only used for those 
components (route beans) of type FP, related to the federations that can be selected at the FP 
origin (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

3.2 Identity Aggregator 

3.2.1 Installation 

The identity aggregator requires a set of libraries in order to work properly. All these libraries 
should be copied either in the tomcat6/lib folder or in the lib folder of the Identity Aggregator 
installation (e.g. tomcat6/webapps/my-IA/WEB-INF/lib/). Among the required libraries is worth 
mentioning: 

 SEMIRAMIS SAMLUtil library. 

 SEMIRAMIS Audit System libraries. 

 SEMIRAMIS Policy Manager System libraries.  

 OpenSAML libraries 

 It also depends on other java libraries such as log4j, commons, servlet, xalan, xmlapi, xerces, 
xmlcryptoapi, xmlsec … The complete list of library can be found in the IA distributions in the 
repository link given in the introduction section. 

To Install the Identity Aggregator, deploy the latest version of the Identity Aggregator war file in 
your application container. To do so, usually it is enough copying that war file into your application 
container webapps folder (e.g. /usr/share/tomcat6/webapps/). It is also necessary renaming the file 
before copying, in order to set the real Identity Aggregator server name. For instance, renaming 
the file to Portugal-IA.war and copying it to the webapps folder, the Identity Aggregator URL will be 
http://my_server/Portugal-IA/. 

Once deployed, a new folder should have been automatically generated inside webapps folder (e.g. 
tomcat6/webapps/Portugal-IA). Go to that folder, and edit WEB-INF/configFilePath.txt and WEB-
INF/clientConfigFilePath.txt indicating the configuration files path, showed in next section. 

3.2.2 Configuration 

Currently, configuration is based on xml files following the java properties format 
(http://java.sun.com/dtd/properties.dtd). That is, to configure a parameter you have to establish a 
<properties> tag, and create an <entry> tag for each property. In each entry, you have to set the 
attribute ‘key’ with the name of the property and as value the value of such property. For instance: 

 

<entry key="BASEPATH">/usr/share/SEMIRAMIS/economicAid/CeutiCityCouncil-IA </entry> 

 

To configure the Identity Aggregator there are two main configuration files: config.xml and 
client_config.xml. The former defines the behavior of the server when receives messages, while 
the latter defines the behavior of outcoming request, launched by the Identity Aggregator to other 
components.  
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The identity aggregator can be decupled in the server part and the client (or API) part. The API 
enables others entities importing the library to interact with the IA server easily. The config.xml file 
aims at configuring the IdentityAggregatorServer whereas the client_config.xml file aims to 
configuring the IdentiyAggregatorAPI.  

Notice that thirds entities (SPs, Attrps, AuthP,..) interested on interact directly with the Identity 
Aggregator should configure only the client_config.xml configuration file . 

The Identity Aggregator also allows configuring the trusted relaying parties, the WAYF service, the 
attribute translation, the audit system and the policy manager system. 

3.2.2.1 config.xml configuration file 

 

Property name  Type  Description  

BASEPATH String 
Set a base path in order to enable relative paths 

in the rest of the properties. 

ID String  Unique id of this Identity Aggregator.  

DOMAIN String Domain to which the Identity Aggregator belongs 

AUTO_AUTHENTICATION Boolean 

Indicates whether the IA supports attributes 

queries without attaching user authentication 

assertions. In that case, the IA is responsible 

for automatically authenticate the user. False by 

default. 

SEMIRAMIS_AUTHP_URL String  
Set the ID of the default Authentication 

Provider.  

SEMIRAMIS_ATTRP_URL String  Set the ID of the default Attribute Provider.  

SEMIRAMIS_AUTHZ_URL String  Set the ID of the default Authorization Provider.  

LOG_CONFIG_PATH String  
Path indicating where the log4j.properties is 

located.  

WAYF_URL String  Set the URL of the WAYF service.  

USE_INTERNAL_WAYF Boolean 

Set if the Identity Aggregator makes use of its 

own WAYF service, or if it should use an external 

service.  

POLICY_MANAGER String 

Either “internal” or “semiramis” to specify 

whether use the internal policy manager or the 

external one. 

POLICY_MGR_CONFIG_FILE_PATH String  
Indicates the path to the Policy Manager 

configuration file. 

ENABLE_TRUST_POLICIES Boolean Enables the usage of service to service policies  

MAIL_SMTP_HOST String 
The host of the SMTP server used to send the 

notification e-mail 

MAIL_FROM_ADDRESS String 
e-mail used as from field in the e-mail sent by 

the IA 

MAIL_SMTP_PORT String  
The SMTP port used to send the notification e-

mail. 

MAIL_USE_SSL Boolean If the mails server requires SSL or not 

MAIL_AUTHENTICATION_USER String The user ID associated to mail address. 

MAIL_AUTHENTICATION_PASSWORD String 
The password of the user associated to the mail 

address 
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Property name  Type  Description  

NOTIFICATION_MAIL_SUBJECT String the subject of the e-mail 

NOTIFICATION_MAIL_TEMPLATE_PATH String 

the path to the template file used in the e-mail. 

This template accepts some parameters as can be 

seen in the sample template.   

USER_CONSENT_DISPATCHER String 
Indicates the jsp page to use as user consent 

dispatcher 

ORGANIZATION String 
used to specify the organization hosting the IA 

and showed in the user consent web page 

CONTACT_INFO String 

This configuration parameter is used to specify 

in a String, the organization contact information 

(like address or phone number) 

API_PKCS12_PATH String  

Path to the PKCS12 containing the private key of 

the Identity Aggregator. It is used to decrypt 

encrypted assertions.  

API_PKCS12_PASSWORD String  Password of the PKCS12 container.  

API_PKCS12_CERT_ALIAS String  Alias of the PKCS12 to get the private key.  

API_PRIVATE_KEY_PASSWORD String  Password of the private key.  

RELYING_PARTY_FILE_PATH String  
Path to the Relying parties configuration (See 

#Relying Party).  

ATTRIBUTE_TRANSLATOR_FILE_PATH String  
Path to the Attribute Translator configuration 

file (See Attribute Translator).  

IDENTITY_TRANSLATOR_FILE_PATH String  
Path to the Identity Translator configuration 

file (See #Identity Translator).  

IACONNECTOR_IMPL_CLASS String 

Full Java Class Name of the connector used to 

find out particular entities and domains in 

charge of processing attribute requests. It’s 

done based on both the user and the requested 

attributes. 

WAYF_CONFIG_FILE_PATH String  
Path to the Identity Discovery configuration file 

(See WAYF).  

ENABLE_AUDIT_SYSTEM Boolean To Enable or not the audit system 

ENABLE_LOG_TO_AUDIT_SYSTEM Boolean 

To configure whether the application logs should 

be also issued as audit messages or not. Assumed 

to be false by default. 

DISABLE_MSG_CORRELATION_AUDIT Boolean 

To configure whether response messages sent by 

the component are correlated with their 

corresponding SAML request events. 

AUDIT_SERVER_CONFIG_PATH String 
Path to the audit server config file, usually 

named logback.xml 

Table 1 – Identity Aggregator configuration parameters 
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3.2.2.2 client_config.xml configuration file 

 

Property name  Type  Description  

BASEPATH String 
Set a base path in order to enable relative paths in 

the rest of the properties.  

SEMIRAMIS_CLIENT_ID String  Unique id of this Identity Aggregator.  

SEMIRAMIS_CLIENT_DOMAIN String 

Domain to which the Service using the IA Client 

belongs. To configure the IA the same as the one 

specified in the client.xml file 

SEMIRAMIS_IA_ID String  
Default Identity Aggregator ID, where messages will be 

sent.  

LOG_CONFIG_PATH String  Path indicating where the log4j.properties is located.  

RESPONSE_URL String  
Indicates the URL where the SAML Response should be 

sent to.  

API_PKCS12_PATH String  

Path to the PKCS12 containing the private key of the 

Identity Aggregator. It is used to decrypt encrypted 

assertions.  

API_PKCS12_PASSWORD String  Password of the PKCS12 container.  

API_PKCS12_CERT_ALIAS String  Alias of the PKCS12 to get the private key.  

API_PRIVATE_KEY_PASSWORD String  Password of the private key.  

RELYING_PARTY_FILE_PATH String  
Path to the Relying parties configuration (See 

#Relying Party).  

TEMPLATE String  

Indicates if a web page should be showed when 

redirection is being performed. In such case, here you 

should specify the class path where the SAML template 

is located.).  

SEMIRAMIS_ORIGIN_ISSUER String 

If provided, the origin issuer name that will be 

included as a parameter automatically in the SP 

requests 

ENABLE_LOG_TO_AUDIT_SYSTEM Boolean 

The audit system is disabled by default for the 

IAClient library. It is possible for this library to 

issue application logs as event messages to the audit 

system establishing true. It is assumed to be false by 

default. 

AUDIT_SERVER_CONFIG_PATH String 
Path to the audit server config file, usually named 

logback.xml 

Table 2 – Identity Aggregator client configuration parameters 

3.2.2.3 Relying Party configuration file 

This file is used for defining trust relationships between components. It specifies information of 

each component which is allowed to send messages to the Identity Aggregator.  

To specify this information add a tag named <RP_CONFIG>, and containing a tag for each relying 

component. In this tag add the attribute 'id' to specify the unique identifier of the component, and 

add some of these entries:  
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Property name  Type  Description  

CertPath String Indicates where the public key certificate is located.  

URL String (Optional)The URL of the provider.  

CheckSignatures Boolean 
Indicates if signatures will be validated in incoming SAML 

messages.  

CheckAssertionTime Boolean 
Indicates if marks of time of assertions will be checked. 

That is, check if a token is still valid.  

SignMessages Boolean 
Indicates if outcoming SAML messages will be digitally 

signed.  

EncryptAssertions Boolean Indicates if outcoming assertions will be encrypted.  

SignOutcomingTokens Boolean 
Indicates if tokens will be digitally signed by this Identity 

Aggregator, or if they will be simply redirected.  

GenerateNewTokens Boolean 

Indicates if tokens will be generated by this Identity 

Aggregator, or if they will be simply redirected. For 

instance, when receives a Response containing an 

Authentication Assertion, the Identity Aggregator could send 

this Assertion signed by other component, or generate a new 

Assertion.  

UsePseudonyms Boolean 
Indicates if Identity Aggregator will make use of pseudonyms 

in the Assertions (tokens) generated.  

Table 3 – Relying Party configuration parameters 

 

A configuration sample is shown below. 

 

<RP_CONFIG> 

    <RP id="SAMPLE-SP"> 

        <CertPath>certs/SAMPLE-SP.crt</CertPath> 

        <URL>https://sample.org/SAMPLE-SP/ServiceProvider</URL> 

        <SignMessages>true</SignMessages> 

        <CheckSignatures>true</CheckSignatures> 

        <EncryptAssertions>true</EncryptAssertions> 

        <SignOutcomingTokens>false</SignOutcomingTokens> 

        <CheckAssertionTime>true</CheckAssertionTime> 

        <GenerateNewTokens>false</GenerateNewTokens> 

        <UsePseudonyms>false</UsePseudonyms>  

    </RP> 

<RP_CONFIG> 

3.2.2.4 WAYF configuration 

The IA’s WAYF service is configured in a separated configuration file. It is used to provide a kind of 
routing information to resolve where a request should be redirected to. The specification is done by 
means of a XML file with a given structure. A WAYF configuration file example is shown below: 

 

<wayfConfig> 

    <url>https://sample.org/SAMPLE-IA/IAServlet_WAYF</url> 

    <outgoingDestinations> 

        <destination id="Destination"> 

            <name>Foreign Destination</name> 

            <route>Destination-FP</route> 

            <services> 
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                <service>Authentication</service> 

                <service>Authorization</service> 

                <service>Attributes</service> 

            </services> 

        </destination> 

    </outgoingDestinations> 

    <incomingDestinations> 

        <destination id="SAMPLE-AuthP"> 

            <name>Sample Authentication Provider</name> 

            <route>SAMPLE-AuthnP</route> 

            <services> 

                <service>Authentication</service> 

            </services> 

        </destination> 

        <destination id="SAMPLE-AttrP"> 

            <name>Sample Attribute Provider</name> 

            <route>SAMPLE-AttrP</route> 

            <services> 

                <service>Attributes</service> 

            </services> 

        </destination> 

    </incomingDestinations> 

    <internalRelyingParties> 

        <internalRP>SAMPLE-SP</internalRP> 

    </internalRelyingParties> 

</wayfConfig> 

 

The configuration file has an XML element called <URL> to include the URL from where the WAYF 
service is accessible. The XML contains three main different sections the <outgoingDestinations>, 
<incomingDestinations> and <internalRelyingParties>. The first two aim to resolve the destination 
of outgoing and incoming IA requests respectively. These elements are composed of one or many 
<destination> XML elements. A destination element is, in turn, composed of a unique identification 
ID, a name to include a friendly name the destination element, the route containing the entity ID to 
which the IA redirects the request and the services provided by that destination. Notice that the 
route entity ID must be previously defined in the Relying party configuration file. The kind of service 
supported by the destination can be one of the following types “Authentication”, “Authorization” or 
“Attributes”. The specification of services allows a higher granularity in the resolving process since 
only those destinations which support the kind of service being requested are showed in the WAYF.  

The <internalRelyingParties> XML element is used to enumerate those particular relying parties 
located within the scope of the IA domain. This list is used by the IA to decide if a request is an 
incoming (i.e. from an external domain) or an outcoming one (from the IA domain to outside). 

3.2.2.5 Attribute Translator configuration 

The Identity Aggregator features a basic Attribute Translator module. It allows configuring attribute 
dictionaries as well as defining attribute groups in order to translate the attributes Ids from an origin 
format to a target one. The translation is configured in an independent configuration file which 
follows a specific translation model. To define an attribute dictionary in the configuration file, it is 
used the <ATTRIBUTE_TRANSLATOR> element containing an <ATTRIBUTE_DICTIONARY> tag 
for each pair relationship between providers. In this tag can be indicated the 'origin' and the 'target' 
attributes. Finally, adding the <ATTRIBUTE> tag in the ATTRIBUTE_DICTIONARY allows 
establishing the pair of attributes which to be translated. For example, this tag indicates that 
PassedCreditsNumber should be translated to StudentRecord:  

<ATTRIBUTE originAttr="PassedCreditsNumber" targetAttr="StudentRecord" /> 
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To define attribute groups can be used the <ATTRIBUTE_TRANSLATOR> element containing an 
<ATTRIBUTE_GROUP> for each group of attribute to be defined. You need to define the identifier 
of the group through the attribute 'id'. Finally, add an <ATTRIBUTE_NAME> tag for each attribute 
belonging to that group, also specifying the identifier through the attribute id.  

The following snap of code represents an attribute translation configuration example: 

<ATTRIBUTE_TRANSLATOR> 

 <ATTRIBUTE_DICTIONARY origin="UMU-SP" target="USTUTT"> 

  <ATTRIBUTE originAttr="PassedCreditsNumber" targetAttr="StudentRecord" />                

 </ATTRIBUTE_DICTIONARY> 

 <ATTRIBUTE_GROUP id="AcademicInfoLevel1"> 

  <ATTRIBUTE_NAME id="PassedCreditsNumber" />              

 </ATTRIBUTE_GROUP> 

</ATTRIBUTE_TRANSLATOR> 

3.2.2.6 Audit system configuration 

In order to make use of the Audit System, the following libraries should be included:  

 audit-client-0.2.0-SNAPSHOT.jar  

 base64-2.3.8.jar  

 logback-classic-0.9.28.jar  

 logback-core-0.9.28.jar  

 slf4j-api-1.6.1.jar  

Two new properties should be included to the configuration file of the IA component (DOMAIN and 
AUDIT_SERVER_CONFIG_PATH) and similar ones for the IAClient library configuration file 
(SEMIRAMIS_CLIENT_DOMAIN and AUDIT_SERVER_CONFIG_PATH). These properties 
specify the component DOMAIN and the AUDIT_SERVER_CONFIG_PATH for the audit client to 
run.  

Some audit client specific files should also be included: a new configuration file (often named 
logback.xml) and a keystore with the certificates to connect to the audit server. See the Audit 
Service Provider manual, section 3.4, for further information regarding the configuration of the 
Audit System. 

3.2.2.7 Policy configuration 

The Identity Aggregator supports two different policy manager mechanisms, the SEMIRAMIS 
Policy Manager System and the internal one. Only one of them can be used simultaneously by the 
IA. The POLICY_MANAGER property of the IA configuration file is used to specify the selected 
one. The POLICY_MGR_CONFIG_FILE_PATH configuration property indicates the path to the 
Policy Manager Configuration file in case the external policy manager is chosen. 

3.2.2.7.1 IA Internal policy manager configuration 

The Identity Aggregator features an internal, basic and proprietary access control policy 
mechanism. The solution does not following any standard. The policies are defined used xml using 
basic rule-based definition. 

To specify policies add a tag named <Policy> containing a <Rule> tag for each rule you need to 
define. The rules should indicate an Identifier (attribute 'id'), a subject (attribute 'Subject'), an action 
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(attribute 'Action'), an effect (attribute 'Effect') and an obligation (attribute 'Obligation'). This 
indicates if a subject is allowed or not (depending on the effect attribute) to perform an specific 
action. Additionally, the obligation will be returned, indicating the action which should be performed 
by the Identity Aggregator. For instance, it could specify as obligation "USE_IDEAS", which 
indicates that the server should invoke IDEAS to resolve the access control decision. 

If the subject or the action is not specified in a rule, this rule will be applicable to any subject or 
actions respectively. As an example we can take: 

<Policy> 

 <Rule Id="UMU-SP" Subject="UMU-SP" Effect="Permit" /> 

 <Rule Id="Default" Effect="Indeterminate" Obligation="USE_IDEAS" /> 

</Policy> 

3.2.2.7.2 SEMIRAMIS policy manager system configuration 

The Policy Manager enables the Identity Aggregator to support two kinds of policies, i.e. Trust 
Policies and Access Control policies. Trust policies are used to establish and configure direct trust 
communications among entities and the actions allowed between them. These policies refer only to 
those communications at one hope from the Identity Aggregator. The policies receive three 
parameters the source entity, the target entity and the allowed action, where the action parameter 
can be AUTHENTICATION, AUTHORIZATION and ATTRIBUTE_RELEASE. To enable these 
kinds of policies, the Identity Aggregator should be configured establishing the 
ENABLE_TRUST_POLICIES property of the config.xml file. This kind of policy is defined with the 
ServiceToServicePolicy type of policies supported by the Policy Manager System. 

On the other hand, the access control policies are used to manage access control in an End-To-
End fashion from origin requestor to the target entity handling the request. These policies are used 
to manage particular Authentication, Authorization and attributes releases. The Authentication and 
authorization policies are defined using the Service-To-Service type of policies supported by the 
policy manager, whereas the attribute release policies are defined with the AttributeReleasePolicy 
of the policy manager 

In the Identity Aggregator the attribute release policies can be specified along with its associate 
obligations. These obligations can be used with the aim of notifying users when attribute releases 
as well as configure user’s attribute consent when particular attributes are going to be released.  

The Identity Aggregator is able to notify the user whether it is specified in the obligation part of the 
policies. Notice that Trust policies do not allow specifying obligations. To notify users the IA must 

be configured with the following parameters: MAIL_SMTP_HOST, NOTIFICATION_MAIL_SUBJECT, 
NOTIFICATION_MAIL_TEMPLATE_PATH, MAIL_SMTP_PORT, MAIL_USE_SSL, 

MAIL_AUTHENTICATION_USER, MAIL_AUTHENTICATION_PASSWORD 

 

The web page used for the user consent is customizable by the entity deploying the IA. Indeed, it 
can be specified the jsp file describing the page appearance. The IA configuration parameters to 

this aim are: USER_CONSENT_DISPATCHER and ORGANIZATION 

 

This jsp receives some parameters in the HTTP session in order to show the attributes being 
requested. For more information about these parameters refer to the default jsp file provided by the 
IA release.  
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3.3 Policy Management 

This section contains the Service Provider manual for the Policy Management (PM) component. It 
describes the installation procedure and the configuration options that are supported by the 
component. As introduced in the user manual, the PM is composed by two parts: a Policy 
Administration Point to let users set access control policies, and a Policy Decision Point evaluating 
access control requests and returning appropriate decisions. This section focuses on installation 
and configuration of both parts of the component. 

3.3.1 Installation 

3.3.1.1 PDP installation 

The installation of the Policy Decision Point (PDP) that performs the policy evaluation functionality 
is straightforward. Being it a java library, it is enough to download from the repository and add to 
the classpath the policyManager.jar library, under the Policy Management/lib folder. The library 
also depends on the following ones (also present in the same repository, under the Policy 
Management/lib folder): 

 

 commonbackend1.0.015.jar 

 jbossall-client.jar 

 jbossxacml-2.0.6.Final.jar 

 ProfileManagerV5.2.4.028beta001.jar 

 SecurityApi6.007.jar 

 xmlwr1.6.jar 

 xmlcryptoapi.jar 

 an.jar 

 

The PM uses the logback framework for logging, then a logging library must be present, for 
instance the slf4j-simple-1.6.1.jar that can be found in the repository, under the Policy 
Management/test/lib folder. 

 

Apart from that, the PM library depends on the SEMIRAMIS common libraries (also available in the 
repository): 

 

 opensaml-2.4.1.jar 

 bcprov-jdk15-1.45.jar 

 commons-codec-1.3.jar 

 commons-collections-3.1.jar 

 commons-httpclient-3.1.jar 
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 commons-lang-2.1.jar 

 jcip-annotations-1.0.jar 

 jcl-over-slf4j-1.6.1.jar 

 joda-time-1.6.2.jar 

 jul-to-slf4j-1.6.1.jar 

 log4j-over-slf4j-1.6.1.jar 

 not-yet-commons-ssl-0.3.9.jar 

 openws-1.4.1.jar 

 slf4j-api-1.6.1.jar 

 velocity-1.5.jar 

 xmlsec-1.4.4.jar 

 xmltooling-1.3.1.jar 

 resolver-2.10.0.jar 

 serializer-2.10.0.jar 

 xalan-2.7.1.jar 

 xercesImpl-2.10.0.jar 

 xml-apis-2.10.0.jar 

 

3.3.1.2 PAP installation 

The PAP component is a web application that allows to manage access control policies for other 
common components, specifically the IA and FP. 

The PAP is distributed as a .war package that can be deployed in a tomcat container by following 
the related tomcat documentation. The .war file is available in the SEMIRAMIS code repository, 
linked in the Introduction, section 1, of this document. 

The following libraries are needed to run the PAP application: 

 

 AuthorizationQuery.jar 

 IdentityAggregatorAPI.jar 

 log4j-1.2.8.jar 

 resolver-2.10.0.jar 

 xml-apis-2.10.0.jar 

 bcprov-jdk15-1.45.jar 

 IdentityAggregatorCommons.jar 

 log4j-over-slf4j-1.6.1.jar 
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 SAMLUtil_20110502.jar 

 xmlsec-1.4.4.jar 

 commonbackend1.0.015.jar 

 jaggregate-3.2.jar 

 mysql-connector-java-5.0.8-bin.jar 

 SecurityApi6.007.jar 

 xmltooling-1.3.1.jar 

 commons-codec-1.3.jar 

 jbossall-client.jar 

 not-yet-commons-ssl-0.3.9.jar 

 serializer-2.10.0.jar 

 xmlwr1.6.jar 

 commons-collections-3.1.jar 

 jcip-annotations-1.0.jar 

 opensaml-2.4.1.jar 

 slf4j-api-1.6.1.jar 

 xpp3-1.1.4.jar 

 commons-fileupload-1.2.2.jar 

 jcl-over-slf4j-1.6.1.jar 

 openws-1.4.1.jar 

 slf4j-jdk14-1.6.1.jar 

 xstream-1.2.2.jar 

 commons-httpclient-3.1.jar 

 joda-time-1.6.2.jar 

 policyManager-1.4.jar 

 velocity-1.5.jar 

 commons-lang-2.1.jar 

 jul-to-slf4j-1.6.1.jar 

 policyModel-1.7.jar 

 xalan-2.7.1.jar 

 fp.jar 

 ProfileManagerV5.2.4.028beta001.jar 

 xercesImpl-2.10.0.jar 
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Additionally a mysql database must be available to persist PAP information. The database can be 
created by using the following SQL source: 

-- MySQL Administrator dump 1.4 

-- 

-- ------------------------------------------------------ 

-- Server version 5.1.19-beta-community-nt-debug 

 

 

/*!40101 SET @OLD_CHARACTER_SET_CLIENT=@@CHARACTER_SET_CLIENT */; 

/*!40101 SET @OLD_CHARACTER_SET_RESULTS=@@CHARACTER_SET_RESULTS */; 

/*!40101 SET @OLD_COLLATION_CONNECTION=@@COLLATION_CONNECTION */; 

/*!40101 SET NAMES utf8 */; 

 

/*!40014 SET @OLD_UNIQUE_CHECKS=@@UNIQUE_CHECKS, UNIQUE_CHECKS=0 */; 

/*!40014 SET @OLD_FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS=@@FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS, FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS=0 */; 

/*!40101 SET @OLD_SQL_MODE=@@SQL_MODE, SQL_MODE='NO_AUTO_VALUE_ON_ZERO' */; 

 

 

-- 

-- Create schema pap 

-- 

 

CREATE DATABASE IF NOT EXISTS pap; 

USE pap; 

 

-- 

-- Definition of table `profile` 

-- 

 

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `profile`; 

CREATE TABLE `profile` ( 

  `id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

  `name` varchar(45) NOT NULL, 

  `description` text, 

  PRIMARY KEY (`id`) 

) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=1 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 

 

-- 

-- Dumping data for table `profile` 

-- 

 

/*!40000 ALTER TABLE `profile` DISABLE KEYS */; 

INSERT INTO `profile` (`id`,`name`,`description`) VALUES  

 (1,'end_user','End user'), 

 (2,'ia_admin','Identity Aggregator Administrator'), 

 (3,'fp_admin','Federation Proxy Administrator'); 

/*!40000 ALTER TABLE `profile` ENABLE KEYS */; 

 

 

-- 

-- Definition of table `user` 

-- 

 

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `user`; 

CREATE TABLE `user` ( 

  `id` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

  `username` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 

  `password` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 

  `email` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 

  `idProfile` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL, 

  PRIMARY KEY (`id`) 

) ENGINE=InnoDB AUTO_INCREMENT=1 DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1 ROW_FORMAT=DYNAMIC; 
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Finally, one or more administrators for the PAP must be added to the users table of the PAP 
database. 

3.3.2 Configuration 

Similarly to the installation section, also the configuration section is structured in two parts. The first 
one is related to the configuration of the PDP part, while the second one focuses on the 
configuration of the PAP part. 

3.3.2.1 PDP Configuration 

The PDP library can be configured either programmatically, through a java.util.Properties object, or 
statically, by using a Java properties file. The file must be named contextHandler.properties and 
must be located in the JVM classpath (the java Classloader is used to locate and load the 
configuration file). 

The set of global properties currently supported by the library are listed in the table below. Details 
about the property values and their relations can be found after the table. All the class names used 
in the following tables belongs to the eu.semiramis.policyManager.pdp namespace, that is noted by 

the ”%“ symbol in the table. 

 

Property name  Type  Description  

contextHandler.class String 

The actual class to be used as implementation of the 

%.ContextHandler interface, any fully qualified class name 

implementing the %.ContextHandler interface is allowed, 

this is an optional element, if not present the default 

value is %.impl.DefaultContextHandlerImpl. 

pdp.factory.class String 

The actual class to be used as implementation of the 

%.PDPFactory interface, in case the 

%.impl.DefaultContextHandlerImpl is set as context 

handler. This is a mandatory field. Possible values for 

this field are: 

 %.an.AnPDPFactory – configures the PDP to use the 

Enterprise Java XACML engine 

 %.jboss.JBossPDPFactory - configures the PDP to use the 

JBoss XACML engine 

 %.ideas.IDEASPDPFactory - configures the PDP to use the 

IDEAS engine [this option is deprecated] 

pdp.names String 

A comma-separated list of PDP names, in case the 

%.impl.MultiplePdpContextHandlerImpl is set as context 

handler 

<pdpname>.world String 

Defines the type of world where the PDP identified by the 

<pdpname> is evaluating requests. <pdpname> must match one 

of the pdp names defined in the value of the pdp.names 

property. This is a mandatory field for every PDP in the 

chain.Possible values for this field are: 

 open – every access request not explicitly denied is 

permitted 

 close – every access request not explicitly permitted 

is denied 

<pdpname>.factory.class String 
The actual class to be used as implementation of the 

%.PDPFactory interface for the PDP identified by the 
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Property name  Type  Description  

<pdpname>, in case the 

%.impl.MultiplePdpContextHandlerImpl is set as context 

handler. This is a mandatory field for each PDP of the 

chain. Possible values for this field are: 

 %.an.AnPDPFactory – configures the PDP to use the 

Enterprise Java XACML engine 

 %.jboss.JBossPDPFactory - configures the PDP to use the 

JBoss XACML engine 

 %.ideas.IDEASPDPFactory - configures the PDP to use the 

IDEAS engine [this option is deprecated] 

Table 4 – PDP Library configuration parameters 

 

The PDP library can be configured to instantiate one or more PDPs that will be used in chain to 
evaluate access control requests. The simpler configuration foresee the use of one PDP only, in 
this case the behaviour of the engine is to return the result of the evaluation to the caller.  

When multiple PDP are defined, by means of the pdp.names property of the configuration file (see 
above), they are evaluated in the same order they are defined in the pdp.names property. In this 
case the behaviour of the whole PDP chain can be customized by means of the 
“<pdpname>.world” properties (see above). This property, set independently for each PDP by 
using the appropriate PDP name, defines the type of world where the PDP is operating. Two 
alternative values are allowed for these properties: open-world and close world. For PDPs in the 
chain operating in an open-world every access request not returning a Deny is allowed, while for 
PDPs operating in a close-world every access request not returning a Permit is denied. This allows 
the library to decide, basing on the decision returned by each PDP in the chain, if the evaluation 
should continue or a final decision has been obtained. 

 

Depending on the evaluation engine that has been configured for the single PDP, or for each PDP 
in the chain, the following parameters must be added to the configuration file. Note that the use of 
the IDEAS engine is deprecated as the IDEAS integration will not be supported in the future, thus 
the configuration for this engine it is not described here. 

If the Enterprise Java XACML engine has been set for a PDP, the following parameters are 
supported: 

 

Property name  Type  Description  

pdp.factory.an.policy.dir String 

The directory in the local file system where to 

find policies to drive access control decisions. 

This parameter is mandatory in case the 

%.impl.DefaultContextHandlerImpl is set as context 

handler  

<pdpname>.factory.an.policy.dir String 

The directory in the local file system where to 

find policies to drive access control decisions 

for the PDP with name <pdpname>. This parameter is 

mandatory for each PDP in case the 

%.impl.MultiplePdpContextHandlerImpl is set as 

context handler 

Table 5 – Enterprise Java XACML configuration parameters for PDP 
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If the JBoss XACML engine has been set, the following parameters are supported: 

 

Property name  Type  Description  

pdp.factory.jboss. 

locatorFactory.class 
String 

The locator class used to load policies. 

This parameter is mandatory in case the 

%.impl.DefaultContextHandlerImpl is set as 

context handler. The value to be set is 

usually %.jboss.locators. 

StaticDirectoryLocatorFactory 

pdp.factory.jboss.policySet.dir String 

The directory in the local file system used 

by the StaticDirectoryLocator to load 

policies. This parameter is mandatory in 

case the %.impl.DefaultContextHandlerImpl is 

set as context handler 

<pdpname>.factory.jboss. 

locatorFactory.class 
String 

The locator class used to load policies for 

the PDP with name <pdpname>. This parameter 

is mandatory for each PDP in the chain in 

case the 

%.impl.MultiplePdpContextHandlerImpl is set 

as context handler. The value to be set is 

usually %.jboss.locators. 

StaticDirectoryLocatorFactory 

<pdpname>.factory.jboss.policySet.dir String 

The directory in the local file system used 

by the StaticDirectoryLocator to load 

policies for the PDP with name <pdpname>. 

This parameter is mandatory for each PDP in 

the chain in case the %.impl. 

MultiplePdpContextHandlerImpl is set as 

context handler 

Table 6 – Jboss XACML configuration parameters for PDP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.2.2 PAP Configuration 

The PAP component can be configured either before deploying the .war file in tomcat, or after. In 
the first case the configuration will apply to all the deployments originating from the same .war file. 

The PAP configuration parameters can be configured in the application.properties file. Following 
configuration parameters are supported: 
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Property name  Type  Description  

USER String The username to access the PAP database 

PASSWORD String The password to access the PAP database 

URL String The url of the PAP database 

CLASS_NAME String The driver to use to access the PAP database 

REPOSITORY_BASE_PATH 

String 

The complete path to the folder that will 

contain the policies (this must be the same 

folder where the PDP will look for, check 

previous section for details) 

COMPONENT_TYPE 
String 

The component type this PAP manages policies 

for. Supported options are: FP and IA. 

FP_CONFIG_PATH 

String 

This option must be specified if you set FP 

as COMPONENT_TYPE. This parameter must point 

to the folder containing the 

federationProxyConfig.xml (check the FP 

configuration section for details) 

TITLE String The PAP title to be shown by the application 

3.4 Audit 

3.4.1 Installation 

In order to install an instance of the audit interface you will need the following components: 

 Apache tomcat 

 Solr 

 User interfaces 

 Log aggregator 

 MySQL 

The deployment of the Solr instance in the tomcat server should be done according to the latest 
recommendation from the Solr community, with small modifications to the schema, that is provided 
by the SEMIRAMIS consortium. 

The Logback community supplies the schema for the database, as it supports appending to a 
MySQL database. 

The log aggregator was custom built for the SEMIRAMIS project. It is a daemon that listens for 
incoming messages, and verifies their validity and signatures before storing and indexing them. 
This component will be made available to new partners by the SEMIRAMIS consortium. 

The user interfaces are described above, and are supplied by the SEMIRAMIS consortium. 
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3.4.2 Configuration 

The configuration of the audit system is a multi step process. Each component has its specific 
configuration, and only when all the components are working correctly will you be able to take 
advantage of the system as a whole. 

3.4.2.1 MySQL 

All you need to do on MySQL is to create a database that follows the specified schema, and grant 
usage permission to a the user that will be aggregating the logs. 

The current schema is as follows: 

 

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `logging_event` ( 

  `timestmp` bigint(20) NOT NULL, 

  `formatted_message` text NOT NULL, 

  `logger_name` varchar(254) NOT NULL, 

  `level_string` varchar(254) NOT NULL, 

  `thread_name` varchar(254) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `reference_flag` smallint(6) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `arg0` varchar(254) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `arg1` varchar(254) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `arg2` varchar(254) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `arg3` varchar(254) DEFAULT NULL, 

  `caller_filename` varchar(254) NOT NULL, 

  `caller_class` varchar(254) NOT NULL, 

  `caller_method` varchar(254) NOT NULL, 

  `caller_line` char(4) NOT NULL, 

  `event_id` bigint(20) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

  PRIMARY KEY (`event_id`) 

) ENGINE=MyISAM  DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 AUTO_INCREMENT=424 ; 

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `logging_event_exception` ( 

  `event_id` bigint(20) NOT NULL, 

  `i` smallint(6) NOT NULL, 

  `trace_line` varchar(254) NOT NULL, 

  PRIMARY KEY (`event_id`,`i`) 

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8; 

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `logging_event_property` ( 

  `event_id` bigint(20) NOT NULL, 

  `mapped_key` varchar(254) NOT NULL, 

  `mapped_value` text, 

  PRIMARY KEY (`event_id`,`mapped_key`) 

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8; 

 

3.4.2.2 Solr 

The Solr instance needs a small tweak to the configuration. The version used during the pilot of the 
SEMIRAMIS project had the following added to its schema: 

 

<field name="semiramis_message" type="text_general" indexed="true" stored="true" /> 

<field name="semiramis_domain" type="string" indexed="true" stored="true" /> 

<field name="semiramis_event" type="string" indexed="true" stored="true" /> 

<field name="semiramis_module" type="string" indexed="true" stored="true" /> 
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<field name="semiramis_transaction" type="string" indexed="true" stored="true" /> 

<field name="semiramis_timestamp" type="date" indexed="true" stored="true" /> 

 

3.4.2.3 Log Aggregator 

The log aggregator will always be supplied with a sample configuration and a set of scripts that will 
aid on its maintenance. Each log aggregator needs access to its own private key, and the public 
keys of each of the components that are allowed to send data for aggregation.  

Its invocation should be done using a command line such as the one below, or using the supplied 
launch script.  

java  -Djavax.net.ssl.keyStore=<keystore> 

-Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=<storePassword>  -jar <jarFileName> 

<tcpPort> <logbackConfig>  > <logFile> 2>&1 & 

 

The keystore must hold the public key for each component, using the folowiing template for the 
alias: 

<federationName><compoentName> 

As an example, the Communication Service Attribute provider, that 

belongs to the “telco” federation and has a relaying party ID of 

“hometelco-attrp” will have will have its key stored with the alias 

“telcohometelco-attrp”. 

 

In order to store the aggregated information on the database, the system uses the Logback 
AuditingDBAppender. An example configuration for Logback is below: 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 

 

<configuration debug="true"> 

 

<!-- Notice the %file and %line patterns in the Pattern. --> 

    <appender name="CONSOLE" 

class="ch.qos.logback.core.ConsoleAppender"> 

        <layout class="ch.qos.logback.classic.PatternLayout"> 

            <Pattern>%date %-5level [%X{remoteHost}] [%thread] [%method] 

[%file:%line] %logger - %message %exception%n</Pattern> 

        </layout> 

    </appender> 

    <appender name="DB" 

class="eu.semiramis.common.audit.server.AuditingDBAppender"> 

      <solrURL>http://localhost:8080/solr</solrURL> 

      <auditingEnabled>true</auditingEnabled> 

      <forceSolrCommit>false</forceSolrCommit> <!-- setting this to true 

comes with a HUGE penalty! --> 

      <connectionSource 

class="ch.qos.logback.core.db.DataSourceConnectionSource"> 

        <dataSource class="com.mchange.v2.c3p0.ComboPooledDataSource"> 

          <driverClass>com.mysql.jdbc.Driver</driverClass> 

          <jdbcUrl>jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/logback</jdbcUrl> 

          <user>logback</user> 

          <password>logback</password> 

        </dataSource> 

      </connectionSource> 

http://localhost:8080/solr%3c/solrURL
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    </appender> 

 

    <root> 

        <level value ="debug"/> 

        <appender-ref ref="CONSOLE" /> 

    </root> 

 

 <logger name="httpclient"> 

        <level value="info" /> 

    </logger> 

    <logger name="audit" additivity="false"> 

        <level value="debug" /> 

        <appender-ref ref="DB" /> 

    </logger> 

</configuration> 
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4 Best Practice Manual 

This section contains the best practice manual that is targeted to developers and system 
integrators. Each common component section (i.e. Identity Aggregator, Federation Proxy, Policy 
Management and Audit) contains the extension points subsection and the best practice one. The 
extension points subsection describes the parts of the common components code that are 
designed to support extensions, in order to support new functionalities and/or be integrated into 
existing systems. The best practices subsection describes the best practices that should be 
followed while extending and/or integrating the common components. 

4.1 Federation Proxy 

4.1.1 Extension Points 

4.1.1.1 Federation Proxy main packages and classes 

The diagram below depicts the Federation Proxy main packages and dependencies. The packages 
inside the blue rectangle contain the main classes responsible for initializing the FP and its 
services. The outside packages contain FP modules (routing, logging, trust, WAYF, SAML, 
translation, etc). Packages not included in the diagram contain utility and helper classes. 

Implementation of new features or improvements of already implemented ones will be mainly done 
within the eu.semiramis.federationproxy and eu.semiramis.federationproxy.config packages. The 
classes included therein are the ones discussed in detail below. 

 

 

Figure 15 – FP main package structure and dependencies 
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The “eu.semiramis.federationproxy.config” package is one of two core FP packages. It takes care 
of launch and preconfiguration process and it consists of two classes: 

 “ConfigBean.java” serves for storing configuration loaded during the launch process. 
Parameters defined in the configuration file can be accessed through the setters and getters in 
this class 

 “FederationProxyConfigurator.java” is an abstract class launched during the web application 
(Federation Proxy) start. The initialization process starts with the loading of configuration data 
from “FederationProxyConfig.xml” file and storing it in ConfigBean (see above). In the next 
steps, the “init()” method launches the different FP modules: logger, trust, route, SAML, 
translation, internal audit, wayf service, external audit., and policy management. 

The “eu.semiramis.federationproxy” is the main Federation Proxy package, as it defines the 
business logic of the component. It consists of two classes: 

 ProxyBean.java is a 'storage' class, for it holds data obtained from the incoming SAML 
request/response and also some Federation Proxy configuration parameters (e.g. proxyUrl, 
proxyEncryptFlag, proxyValidateSignFlag, translation data, etc). 

 FederationProxyServlet.java is the Federation Proxy servlet class, contains the 
request/response handling logic. All communication with the Federation Proxy should be done 
through this class, default. What follows is the servlet mapping specified in the web.xml file: 

 

<servlet> 

    <servlet-name>FederationProxyServlet</servlet-name> 

    <servlet-class>eu.semiramis.federationproxy.FederationProxyServlet</servlet-class> 

    <init-param> 

      <param-name>configFileSystemVarName</param-name> 

      <param-value>federationProxyServlet.confpath</param-value> 

    </init-param> 

    <load-on-startup>1</load-on-startup> 

</servlet> 

<servlet> 

    <servlet-name>FileManagerServlet</servlet-name> 

    <servlet-class>eu.semiramis.util.file.FileManagerServlet</servlet-class> 

</servlet> 

<servlet-mapping> 

    <servlet-name>FederationProxyServlet</servlet-name> 

    <url-pattern>/FederationProxyServlet</url-pattern> 

</servlet-mapping> 

<servlet-mapping> 

    <servlet-name>FileManagerServlet</servlet-name> 

    <url-pattern>/FileManagerServlet</url-pattern> 

</servlet-mapping> 

 

The above example results in following mapping: 
http://host.name:portNumber/FederationProxyName/FederationProxyServlet. In order to 
customize the address, appropriate changes need to be applied (servlet/servlet-name, servlet-
mapping/servlet-name and url-pattern). 
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4.1.1.2 Flow description  

1. The FP receives the HTTP request and checks for a SAML object, if not found 
NullSourceSamlObjectException is thrown.  

2. The method “FederationProxyServlet.executeServlet()” is invoked.  
3. The WAYF status is checked.  
4. The “FederationProxyServlet.retrievePkcsParameters()” method checks if 

federationProxyTrustManager, initiated during launch process, contains the FP private and 
public keys; if not, exceptions are thrown.  

5. The “FederationProxyServlet.retrieveSourceParameters()” method loads the received SAML 
object, the sourceRelayState parameter (response URL of the requestor, obtained from HTTP 
request as 'RelayState' parameter) to Proxy Bean.  

6. The “FederationProxyServlet.retrieveTrustParameters()” loads the trust bean from Federation 
Proxy configuration file. To load the appropriate entry from the configuration file, the FP 
extracts the “issuer” value from the incoming SAML message. If the request contains a SAML 
Authentication or Attribute query, the FP stores the received SAML object within the proxy 
bean in a persistent map. If the request contains a SAML Response, the FP loads 
targetProxyBean from the persistent map in order to obtain the Relay State parameter.  

7. The “FederationProxyServlet.retrieveRouteParameters()” method is called; if the request 
contains an attribute or authentication query, the FP determines the Route Bean by retrieving 
an entry (from the FP configuration file) coresponding to routeKey obtained from the WAYF 
service. If the request contains a SAML response, the FP loads storedProxyBean using 
storedMappingBeanKey obtained from the incoming SAML response.  

8. The “FederationProxyServlet.retrieveMessageParameters()” method reads the message 
content (assertions, conditions, etc) and rewrites it to the outgoing (target) message.  

9. The “FederationProxyServlet.executeProxy()” method builds the SAML message with the 
parameters obtained from the created proxy bean. Finally, the message is signed and sent.  

4.1.1.3 WAYF Service specification 

WAYF Service classes are included in the “eu.semiramis.federationproxy.wayf package”: 

 The “WAYFState.java” enum class contains only the different possible WAYF states. 

 The “WAYFManager.java” class contains the implementation of the WAYF Manager which is 
initialized within the “init()” method during the FP launch process. 

In the current implementation of the Federation Proxy, the WAYF service is launched whenever the 
FP receives SAML Attribute or Authentication requests. In case of a SAML response, the 
destination of the outgoing message is determined by the route module. 

4.1.1.4 WAYF flow 

When the FP receives a HTTP request, this is how the WAYF status is evaluated and the 
appropriate action taken:  

1. The FP first checks whether the request contains a SAML Attribute or Authentication query; if 
so, the WAYF service is launched, otherwise the FP retrieves the route parameters from the 
storedProxyBean map.  
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2. The FP checks the WAYF status; if the request is coming from a different component (other 
than the FP), the WAYF status is “null”. Hence, the FP initiates the WAYF service and sets the 
WAYF status to WAYF_INITIATED.  

3. The FP retrieves the possible destination entries from routeBean, following a simple logic: if the 
request comes from an Identity Aggregator, then the FP selects trusted federation proxies and 
adds them to the WAYF destination list, while if the request comes from a Federation Proxy 
then only Identity Aggregators (domains) are added to the WAYF destination list.  

4. The FP adds the WAYF destination list and received SAML object as attributes to the HTTP 
request, sets the WAYF Status to WAYF_STARTED, and redirects the request to itself (URL of 
the FP).  

5. The WAYF Page (“.../WebContent/WEB-INF/WAYF/fp_wayf.jsp” at FP origin, or 
“.../fp_wayf_domain.jsp” at the FP target) is shown to the user. The website at the FP origin 
contains a map of Europe with clickable countries (so far ES, DE, PT, PL, IT, but it can be 
modified to allow other countries). The WAYF service distributes the possible destinations 
across the map according to the country code defined in the FP configuration file (ref. route 
bean).  

6. The “FederationProxyServlet.executeServlet()” method checks the WAYF Status. If the status 
equals:  
a. WAYF_STARTED - it looks for WAYFRouteKey (corresponds to routekey); if it equals 

“null”, then the WAYF service is restarted, otherwise it forwards the request to the 
selected destination and sets the WAYF Status to WAYF_REDIRECTED.  

b. WAYF_REDIRECTED - checks if request contains a SAML response and if so, it clears 
all session attributes, sets WAYF Status to WAYF_REDIRECTED_AND_COMPLETED, 
and forwards the request; otherwise it restarts the WAYF Service.  

c. WAYF_REDIRECTED_AND_COMPLETED – deprecated. 
d. NO_WAYF_QUERY – deprecated. 

4.1.2 Best Practices 

Most of the errors thrown during application launch (initialization of the FP) are due to configuration 
problems: missing file, wrong file path, no file access rights (or not sufficient access rights - occurs 
very often within logging module). The “FederationProxyConfigurator.java” class along with the FP 
configuration file should be checked if this happens 
Changes in this package should be done only when configuration file gains new parameters or it is 
necessary to implement a new module or feature that needs pre-initialization during application 
launch. 

For new functionalities and extensions, developers should follow the structure depicted in chapter 
4.1.1.1 above. Namely, a new module should have its own package and bean and manager 
classes. The manager class loads the configuration parameters for the module in a new bean at 
startup, which can be used during execution of the FP server.  

Regarding the utility classes, some work has been done to support different kinds of files  
(attributes) transmitted by the FP, such as zipped files and images, and different mechanisms for 
working with strings, including management of different string formats and encodings. Before 
starting work on this direction, developers are advised to check in particular the following packages: 
eu.semiramis.util.attribute, eu.semiramis.util.encode, eu.semiramis.util.file, eu.semiramis.util.string, 
y eu.semiramis.util.zip. 

Although the FP features an internal basic logging system, the SEMIRAMIS audit system has been 
specifically designed to this aim. It is advisable to make use of this Audit component in the 
Federation Proxy. It supports not only a basic logging functionality but also auditing capabilities 
that could even enable you to mine the audit information afterwards. Nevertheless, please take into 
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account that both systems can be configured and used simultaneously in the FP. Also note that the 
current Audit module in the FP Current module successfully connects to the external auditing 
component and sends messages; however, a more general approach should be agreed in the 
context of logged data, types of messages, included information, etc. Please refer to IA Service 
Provider manual, section 3.2.2.6, and Audit manual, section 3.4.2, for further details. 

4.2 Identity Aggregator 

The Identity aggregator component is high configurable and extensible. Its modular design and 
flexible implementation enables users to adapt and extend the component easily. This section 
provides the best practices and tips about how the component should be used and extended. 

4.2.1 Extension Points 

The Identity Aggregator follows a connector based approach that allows extending the basic 
behaviour. It is done delegating the implementation of certain functionality to the entity deploying 
and adapting the IA. Thus, the association between user’s accounts and the location where they 
keeps each of their attributes (Attribute Providers) highly depend on the databases and systems 
already adopted in the entity deploying the IA. The Identity Aggregator has not means to find out 
this association unless it is provided by the entity adopting the IA. In order to deal with this issue a 
java connector with a predetermined java interface must be implemented. Thus, according to the 
legacy systems adopted by the entity, in some cases the connector implementation will look for the 
association, for instance, into databases or in proprietary data models.  

The connector java interface is called IAConnector and has a method called getDomain that 
returns the Domain or the AttributeProvider name where to go to redirect or retrieve a given 
attribute of a given user. Both, the attributeID and the userID are passed as a parameter to the 
method. 

Another extension supported by the Identity Aggregator is the appearance customization of the 
user consent. The page appearance can be adapted to fit with the corporate image. Thus, it can be 
specified the java jsp file describing the page appearance. 

This jsp page receives some parameters in the HTTP session in order to show the attributes being 
requested. For more information about these parameters refer to the default jsp file provided by the 
IA release. 

Furthermore, the mail notification carried out by the Identity Aggregator can be customized 
according to entity preferences. The e-mail notification aims to inform users when attribute 
releasing is being performed. The notification is configured based on user policy definitions. A 
notification mail template can be customized to adapt the e-mail content to the entity preferences. 
The IA configuration file has a parameter to indicate the path to the template file, which is currently 
a plain text file. This template accepts some parameters (filled by the IA just before the e-mail 
delivery) that can be used to shown valuable information in the e-mail, e.g., the user ID, the list of 
attributes that are being released and the requestor attribute provider. 
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4.2.2 Best Practices 

The identity aggregator supports two different policy mechanisms. It is preferable to make use of 
the SEMIRAMIS policy manager system in the Identity Aggregator instead of the internal policy 
manager module. The SEMIRAMIS policy manager is a more advanced policy management 
system which has been tested further and features more kinds of policies and options.  

Moreover, it is highly recommended to configure trust policies to establish direct trust 
communications among entities and the actions allowed between them. The usage of user policies 
at the IA to manage attribute releasing and notification is also recommended. Please refer to IA 
Service Provider manual, section 3.2.2.7, and Policy Management manual, section 3.3.2, for 
further details. 

On the other hand, to take a maximum advantage of the SEMIRAMIS approach, it is advisable to 
use the SEMIRAMIS Audit component in the Identity Aggregator. Although the IA features an 
internal basic logging system, the Audit system has been specifically designed to this aim. It 
supports not only a basic logging functionality but also auditing capabilities that could even enable 
you to mine the audit information afterwards. Nevertheless, please take into account that both 
systems can be configured and used simultaneously in the IA. Please refer to IA Service Provider 
manual, section 3.2.2.6, and Audit manual, section 3.4.2, for further details. 

You must implement your connector in order to let the IA known where to go to fetch particular 
attributes. Likewise, consider adapt for your liking, both the e-mail template and the user consent 
web page. Details about the Identity Aggregator private key have to be provided. It can be done 
configuring the Identity Aggregator by means of the configuration file. Please, do not forget to 
provide details about your organization, IA ID, domain, contact info as well as the Mail 
configuration for e-mail notifications. 

4.3 Policy Management 

This section describes the Policy Management extension points and best practices. 

4.3.1 Extension Points 

The Policy Management has been developed with a modular approach that eases the extension of 
the component and the integration with external systems. The main PM modules are briefly listed 
below. 

Policy Model – this is the module modelling access control policies supported by SEMIRAMIS and 
providing functionalities to convert policies and access control requests and decisions to, and from, 
their XACML representation, thus hiding XACML details to applications developed on top of the PM 
component. Three kind of policies are currently supported: Service-To-Service policies, Attribute 
Release policies and RBAC policies. New kind of policies can be added by implementing the 

eu.semiramis.policyModel.policy.Policy interface, while new access control requests and 

decisions can be added by implementing the eu.semiramis.policyModel.request.Request and 

eu.semiramis.policyModel.response.Response interfaces. 

Policy Enforcement Point – this module is part of the external application in charge of issuing 
access control requests to the policy decision point module, and taking care of the enforcement of 
access control decisions returned by the policy decision point. It can make use of the Policy Model 
to prepare access control requests and deal with corresponding decisions. 
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Policy Decision Point – this is the module in charge of dispatching the XACML access control 
request to the appropriate Policy Engine and return the access control decision to the caller. The 
behaviour of the whole module can be overridden by providing alternative implementations of the 
eu.semiramis.policyManager.pdp.ContextHandler interface. Refer to section 3.3.2.1 for details 
about how to configure the component to use alternative implementations of the ContextHandler 
interfaces. 

Policy Engines – these are the engines that are supported for policy evaluation. Three engines 
are supported at the moment: Enterprise Java XACML, JBoss XACML and IDEAS. The module 
has been developed to easily integrate new engines by implementing the 

eu.semiramis.policyManager.pdp.PDP and eu.semiramis.policyManager.pdp.PDPFactory interfaces. 
Refer to section 3.3.2.1 for details about how to configure the PDP to use alternative policy 
engines implementations. 

Policy Administration point – this is the module providing the GUI to set access control policies. 
The current implementation is a web-based application tailored to the current policy model. 

Policy Repository – is the part of the component where policies are stored. At this time the 
supported repository is a folder in the local file system. All the modules of the PM component have 
been designed to provides interfaces that can be implemented to allows for use of alternative 
policy repositories, once available. 

4.3.2 Best Practices 

This section provides some notes about the best practices that developers should follow in 
extending and integrating the PM component into their systems.  

The ability to adapt to the different XACML implementations that have been developed by the 
different XACML engines has been particularly taken into account while developing the PM 
component. This avoid changes in the code of applications built upon the PM when a new XACML 
engine is used to evaluate requests. For this reason the openSAML [2] implementation of XACML 
has been used as a bridge language that applications uses to express policies and related access 
control requests. Access control decisions are also returned by using the openSAML XACML 
implementation. As a consequence, great care must be taken when integrating a new XACML 
engine, as requests and decisions must be translated from the openSAML representation to the 
proprietary one used by the new XACML engine. 

Moreover, the component has been implemented to automatically reconfigure itself when changes 
are detected in the configuration file, or in the java.util.Properties object used for programmatic 
configuration. The reconfiguration of the component is synchronized with ongoing evaluations of 
access control requests. process is completely transparent to the application that is using the 
component to get access control decisions. 

It is worth noticing that the IDEAS policy engine is currently deprecated and should not be used. It 
will not be supported in the future and is still part of the PM distribution for compatibility reasons 
only. The better engine to be used is the Enterprise Java XACML one, as the JBoss one has 
currently some limitations, in particular it is not able to properly handle policy targets for single 
policies. If this engine is selected policy should be provided to the engine by organizing them into 
policy sets. 

Finally, some utility methods have been developed to deal more easily with the objects that are 
part of the openSAML XACML implementation. These utility methods can be found in the 
eu.semiramis.policyManager.util package. 
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4.4 Audit 

4.4.1 Extension Points 

The audit information can be used for many purposes. The SEMIRAMIS project created three tools 
that use that information to fulfil different purposes. 

The tools built by the consortium should not limit the usefulness of the audit information. Each new 
partner should feel free to mine the audit information in any way that it sees fit, as long as that 
mining does not break any national or community rules. 

In order to build new applications that use the audit information, the common component exposes 
the Solr search API. This API exposes all of the functionality of the search engine, on top of which 
rich applications can be built by future partners. For a deep understanding please refer to the Solr 
API documentation [5]. 

4.4.2 Best Practices 

Each organization that acts as an identity supplier and installs an identity aggregator should install 
at least one set of audit tools. The message aggregator should be configured in such a way that it 
accepts messages from the Identity Aggregator, Attribute supplier and Authentication supplier. 

Direct connectivity with the Solr search interface should be kept to a minimum, restricted to those 
applications that are known to use the stored data. Public anonymous access to the audit 
information should always be denied. 

If the Identity aggregator uses pseudonyms, the Attribute provider should be able to supply the 
user real identity as an attribute, and that should be used to restrict the view of the user interface. 
Else, the user identity as supplied by the Identity aggregator should be used to select the 
messages that are specific to that user. 
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5 Conclusions 

This document presented the SEMIRAMIS manuals that have been created to document the 
installation, configuration, usage and extension of the SEMIRAMIS common components. The 
manuals have been divided into three sections dealing with user manual (section 2), service 
provider manual (section 3) and best practice manual (section 4). 

Each manual is has been divided in four sections, each one dedicated to a different common 
component, i.e. Federation Proxy, Identity Aggregator, Policy Management and Audit. In particular 
for the user Manual, some screenshots of the interfaces have been provided to better describe the 
user interaction with the components. 

In the Service Provider manual the list of all the configuration parameters for each component has 
been provided, as well as some configuration samples. Also the list of libraries each component 
depends on has been provided. These libraries are usually shipped with the component installation 
package. 
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